Guillain–Barre syndrome as the first manifestation of juvenile systemic lupus erythematosus: a case report
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Background: Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) is an autoimmune disease which involves multiple organs, including peripheral nervous system.

Case presentation: We describe a 12-year-old boy with progressively worsening neurological symptoms as first manifestation. Legs pain, loss of balance, and lower extremity weakness were the reason for his admission in neurologic ward. The patient was started on intravenous immunoglobulin therapy due to the possibility of Guillain–Barre syndrome and acute inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy (AIDP). However, there was no appropriate response and he developed recurrent attacks of polyneuropathy again with diagnosis of chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy (CIDP). Then, he received intravenous pulse of methylprednisolone for 5 consecutive days followed by oral prednisolone for 3 months. One month after withdrawal of corticosteroid he admitted again with the same manifestations. Rheumatologic workup revealed the presence of leukopenia, hemolytic anemia, hematuria, proteinuria, positive antinuclear antibodies, and ds-DNA antibodies. On the basis of the American College of Rheumatology and Systemic Lupus International Collaborating Clinics Classification Criteria for SLE, the patient had underlying diagnosis of SLE. Eventually, he was treated by the pulse of methylprednisolone and cyclophosphamide, and oral hydroxychloroquine and prednisolone. His neurological and physical symptoms improved and complete neurological recovery occurred several months later.

Conclusion: SLE and AIDP/CIDP are different entities, but ADP/CIDP can be part of the neurologic manifestations of the SLE. Although the association between AIDP/CIDP and SLE is very rare especially as a first manifestation of SLE, it should be early recognized for rapid appropriate treatment.
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Introduction
Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) is an autoimmune systemic disorder with high mortality rate. The exact cause of this disease is unknown; however, several factors such as genetics, environment, drugs, pregnancy, and infection are involved in SLE.1 This disease adversely affects multiple organs such as mucocutaneous, joints, kidneys, lungs, hearts and particularly nerve cells in the peripheral nervous system.2 Guillain–Barre syndrome (GBS) is a rare autoimmune disease which attacks the nervous system.3 Recent studies have demonstrated that SLE may be rarely
associated with GBS; however, the exact mechanism of it is unclear. To our knowledge, a few cases of juvenile SLE at different ages have been reported with the initial manifestation of GBS. Herein, we reported a 12-year-old boy with SLE who initially presented with GBS.

Case presentation

A 12-year-old boy with previous history of upper respiratory tract infection was referred to outpatient clinic of Mofid Children Hospital because of legs pain, walking instability, and lower extremity weakness. His problems were started since 5 days ago. The past medical history revealed that he was a third child of the family (III/III). There was a familiar relationship between his parents (cousin relationship). Furthermore, his 22-year-old sister had a history of lupus. His mother had also the history of three abortions. On physical examinations, he had decreased in deep tendon reflexes (DTR). His first biochemical tests results were as following: white blood count = 3,650/mm³ (neutrophil: 44% and lymphocyte: 56%); hemoglobin = 13 mg/dL; and platelet = 259,000/mm³; erythrocyte sedimentation rate = 29 mm/hrs; C-reactive protein = negative. Laboratory tests for antinuclear antibodies (ANA) and anti-ds-DNA were provided to rule out lupus. The results of laboratory tests were positive for both ANA (1:2,560) and anti-ds-DNA antibodies. Cerebellar examination revealed abnormal finger-to-nose and tandem gait tests. Analysis of cerebrospinal fluid, brain magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), chest X-ray and abdominal-pelvic ultrasonography results were within normal limits. His electromyography (EMG) and nerve conductive velocity (NCV) study showed absent in compound sensory nerve action potentials. Therefore, he was diagnosed as having GBS according to Asbury criteria and admitted and received intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIG). However, there was no appropriate response by treatment and he developed severe headaches which were associated with disrupted sleep. Due to the presence of leukopenia during his admission, bone marrow aspiration was provided which was normal. Considering polyneuropathy involving all limbs diagnosis was in favor of acute inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy. Cardiology consult was performed that showed mild mitral regurgitation and tricuspid regurgitation. Additional biochemical test analysis, as like as creatine phosphokinase; lactate dehydrogenase; thyroid function tests; Immunoglobulin levels, anticardiolipins antibodies; anti-smith antibodies; β2 glycoproteins antibodies; and lupus anti-coagulant all were negative or within normal limits. Serological test results for brucellosis, mononucleosis, tuberculosis, bacterial and fungal and his throat culture were also negative. Random and 24 hrs urinalysis test results were normal. The patient general condition was relatively improved during the hospitalization. Gait disorder was improved and the patient was discharged to be followed up.

Two weeks later, the patient was again admitted to our hospital with the complaint of legs pain, loss of balance, walking instability, lower extremity weakness, and anorexia. He had also ataxic gait. Cerebellar test disorders and DTR in lower limbs were observed as abnormal examinations. Distal force in upper and lower limbs was decreased. The patient was then admitted again in neurology ward. Lumbar puncture was performed again and auto-antibodies titration for GBS were checked which were in normal ranges. The serum level of vitamin B12 and vitamin E was measured to rule out the neuropathy that was normal. Total spinal MRI was normal. EMG and NCV tests were performed which reported chronic mild sensory motor demyelination in upper and lower limbs. The other biochemical and CBC tests results were performed again and showed normal results. The patient’s general condition was gradually improved after supportive care and then be discharged.

However, he admitted again because of decreased force in upper and lower limbs (2/5), and absence of DTR in lower limbs due to the possibility of chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy (CIDP). EMG and NCV tests showed chronic mild sensory motor demyelination in upper and lower limbs. Polyneuropathy involving all limbs suggestion was provided for CIDP. After CIDP diagnosis, the patient treated with the pulse of methylprednisolone for 5 days. He received oral prednisolone for 3 months and then gradually tapered. One month after stopping prednisolone therapy, the patient developed severe upper and lower limbs weakness, walking instability, and gait disorders. The patient had decreased DTR in lower limbs under physical examinations. Finger-to-nose problems and tandem gait disorders were observed under cerebellar tests. Laboratory tests were performed again due to the possibility of lupus. The test results were as follow: anti GM IgM+, anti-CD10 IgG+, ANA+ (1:2,560), anti-ds-DNA+, and β2 glycoprotein IgM+. Proteinuria and hematuria were found under urinalysis. Leukopenia was found under several CBC tests analysis accompanied with low levels of complements. Eventually, the boy was transferred to division of Pediatric Rheumatology and treated with the pulse of methylprednisolone, hydroxychloroquine, and pulse of cyclophosphamide. His neurological and physical symptoms improved and had complete neurological recovery several months after his initial presentation.
Discussion

SLE is an autoimmune systemic disease which is characterized by the production of autoantibodies against several organs; however, the mechanism is unknown. Due to the presence of autoantibodies, multiple body organs may be affected. For this reason, the clinical manifestations of SLE disease are complex and diverse. Common symptoms include joint pain and swelling, severe fatigue, loss of balance due to nerve involvement, headaches, rash, anemia, and blood-clotting disorders. Therefore, this disease may be misdiagnosed with symptoms of many other diseases. Neurological manifestations are common in patients with SLE. Nervous system involvement is frequently reported in 75% of patients in SLE. It is varied from a headache to acute confusional state, stroke, and myelopathy.

GBS is a rare autoimmune disease in which autoantibodies preferentially target nerve cells in the peripheral nervous system. The exact cause of the disease is unclear; however, several factors such as viral or bacterial infection may be involved in GBS. Recent evidence has indicated that infection with Campylobacter may be the most common cause of GBS. Since autoantibodies attack peripheral nervous system in cases with GBS, nerves are damaged and unable to transmit signals from the brain to muscles. For this reason, GBS can be associated with multiple problems such as upper and lower limbs weakness, muscle weakness, bowel and bladder function problems, low back pain, loss of balance, walking instability, numbness, and tingling sensation. Since these symptoms are very similar to those of other neurological disorders, the initial diagnosis of GBS is difficult. Lumbar puncture, electromyography, and nerve conduction tests are usually used for the diagnosis of GBS. Plasmapheresis or IVIG therapy are usually used for GBS treatment. Recent studies have reported several types of GBS. Acute inflammatory demyelinating polyradiculoneuropathy, Miller Fisher syndrome, acute motor axonal neuropathy, and acute motor-sensory axonal neuropathy are the most common forms of GBS.

There may be an association between SLE and GBS; however, the exact mechanism is unknown. The incidence of SLE in patients with GBS has been estimated from 0.6% to 1.7%. Until now, a few cases of SLE with initial presentation of GBS were reported. The first reported case was in 1964 with corticosteroid treatment alone and slow recovery or recurrences. The recent cases had treated with combination of IVIG, corticosteroid, intravenous cyclophosphamide, and/or plasma exchange. Their outcome with this therapeutic protocol was complete or near complete resolution. For example, Nadri and Aithaf reported a 23-year-old female with initial presentation of GBS and final diagnosis of SLE. She was treated with intravenous pulse of methylprednisolone, IVIG, and plasmapheresis and a sustained clinical response was reported. Chandrashekar and De Sousa reported an 18-year-old woman suffered from SLE with initial presentation of GBS. Laboratory tests results for the patient revealed elevated ANA titer, positive antiphospholipid antibody panel, positive anti-ds-DNA, and low complement-4 (C4). She was treated with an intravenous pulse of methylprednisolone and plasmapheresis with remarkable improvement resulting in successful extubation and early ambulation. In another study, Fazio et al reported a 44-year-old woman with the diagnosis of GBS who suffered from progressive neurological disorders. Based on some laboratory test results such as elevated ANA titers, positive ds-DNA, and anti-Smith antibodies, SLE was eventually diagnosed. She was treated with IVIG but complicated with IVIG-induced splenic infarct. Similarly, Gao et al reported a 30-year-old female with numbness and lower extremities weakness who initially diagnosed with GBS. After further examinations with EMG and rheumatoid-related results, SLE was diagnosed. Their patient had class V Lupus nephritis too. The patient was treated with intravenous pulses of methyl prednisolone for 5 days combined with pulse of cyclophosphamide monthly. Two months later, the patient’s limb numbness and weakness disappeared. Vaidya et al previously reported a 23-year-old man with SLE who presented with GBS. Plasmapheresis, corticosteroids, IVIG and cyclophosphamide prescribed with good results in the patient.

We reported a 12-year-old boy with juvenile SLE and initial presentation of GBS. Since GBS is variable in terms of the severity of involvement, it is important to diagnose the diseases in a timely manner to prevent potentially life-threatening complications. In our patient, suspicion for SLE was raised when the patient developed loss of balance, walking disability and lower-extremity weakness even after IVIG therapy due to the possibility of GBS. Furthermore, our case developed finger-to-nose abnormal test and tandem gait disorders under cerebellar tests. Our case had received oral prednisone for 3 months, but it was not efficient and the patient developed severe upper and lower limbs weakness, walking instability, and gait disorders. When GBS and SLE present concurrently, prednisone therapy is insufficient in about 50% of the cases. In this situations, cyclophosphamide...
along with pulse-dose steroids are usually used for SLE control. In our patient, according to American College of Rheumatology and Systemic Lupus International Collaborating Clinics Classification Criteria for SLE, the diagnosis of juvenile SLE was made with the presence of leukopenia, hemolytic anemia, hematuria, proteinuria, high level of ANA, decreased complement level, increased β2 glycoprotein, and positive anti-ds-DNA antibody. The patient was treated with pulse methylprednisolone, intravenous cyclophosphamide, and hydroxychloroquine. His neurological and physical signs improved and had complete neurological recovery several months after his initial presentation.

**Conclusion**

Our case highlights that GBS can be an initial presentation of juvenile SLE. The GBS association with lupus is very rare which has likely an immunological basis. This association is important and must be recognized for rapid initiation of appropriate therapy. Furthermore, there are implications for both treatment and prognosis of the disease because symptoms of these diseases are almost similar to other neurological disorders. Our case presented with manifestations compatible with GBS but did not respond well to IVIG and prednisone as standard treatment. SLE was eventually diagnosed under further laboratory tests which showed the presence of leukopenia, hemolytic anemia, hematuria, proteinuria, positive ANA and ds-DNA antibody. He was treated with pulse of methylprednisolone, intravenous cyclophosphamide, and hydroxychloroquine. His neurological and physical signs and symptoms improved and had complete neurological recovery several months after his initial presentation.
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